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For Perusal Only
can ye chaunt, ye little birds. And

sae weary, fu' o' care? Ye'll break my

heart, ye warbling bird. That wandered
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Faster (\( \frac{m}{n} = \text{ca. 96} \))

ha'e I rov'd by bon-nie Doon. To

ha'e I rov'd by bon-nie Doon. To

Faster (\( \frac{m}{n} = \text{ca. 96} \))

And

see the rose and wood-bine twine,

And
53

il-ka

bird

sang

o'

its

56

love,

And fond-

ly

sae-

did

59

Slower ( \( \textit{q} = \text{ca. 86} \) )
Ah, 

Heart I pu'd a rose, Fro' sweeter

Bonnie thorny tree. But my false

Rall. And oh! he

Slower \( q = 68-72 \)
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Slower ($\frac{q}{\text{left thorn wi me. And il ka}}$)

bird sang o its love. And fond ly sae did

I o mine

**Like a vocal sigh on pitch.**
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